Control Rooms & Master Control/QC Room
Floor Plan
Control Room 2

- New EQ Rack
- Service Panel
- Existing Circuit 1, 20Amp
- Existing Circuit 2, 20Amp
- Existing Circuit 3, 20Amp
- Graphics
- AD
- Director
- Avid/Utility/Mac
- Playout Server
- Record
- Audio
- CATV
- Existing wiremold AC Service, 2 circuits 20 amp, terminate to new quad outlets (2)
- Existing Circuit 4, 20Amp, 7 outlet wiremold
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Existing wiremold AC Service, 2 circuits 20 amp, terminate to new quad outlets (2)
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Existing Rack Console
2, 14" rackspace bays bottom
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3 Conduit thru wall mates to 4½ x 1½” wire tray other side to control rooms
2 Existing 20 amp circuits, 6 receptacles each circuit, alternating on wiremold
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